
TUC conference meets in Brighton as 
the Olympic and Paralympic golden glow 
wears off. No matter what he does, 
Cameron can’t get a bounce from the 
sporting summer. In fact, he and Os-
bourne have been booed at the events 
he attended. No wonder! As we near 
the second anniversary of Osborne’s 
announcement of the cuts offensive, 
working-class people are counting the 
cost of the biggest austerity programme 
seen in this country for 90 years. 
On the mammoth 500,000-strong TUC 
demonstration on 26 March 2011, the 
NSSN gave out 40,000 flyers which said 
“This is the fight of our lives – literally – 
if the ConDems get away with their £81 
billion cuts package.” Since then £30 
billion has been added and now the 

talk is that yet more will be heaped on 
this autumn. 
Yet the first tranche alone, supposedly 
only 15% of what’s coming our way, 
has been devastating to young and old. 
400,000 public sector workers have 
lost their jobs with those remaining in 
a four year pay freeze with many losing 
thousands as their contracts have been 
changed by Tory, LibDem and Labour 
councils alike. 
A million young people are on the dole, 
tuition fees have been trebled, EMA 
abolished and youth services cut. But 
perhaps it’s the attack on the disabled 
that has revealed the real vindictive class 
character of this cabinet of millionaires. 
Disability benefits have been cut and 
thousands of Remploy workers thrown 

on the scrapheap as their factories have 
been closed, when just £68 million could 
have kept them in a job.
Yet life’s never been better for the rich, 
even though it was the greedy bank-
ers that brought the financial system to 
the verge of collapse. Even the Bank of 
England has admitted that the richest 
5% has benefitted directly from Quantita-
tive Easing. The remaining 95% includes 
many small business people who were 
penalised by as much as £70,000 by the 
banks fixing the interest rates in the Libor 
scandal. Many of these can be drawn 
around the trade union movement as still 
the most organised and powerful section 
of society that is capable of resisting the 
ConDem offensive.
The NSSN welcomes the TUC demon-
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strations in London, Glasgow and Belfast 
on 20 October. We will do all we can to 
make them bigger than 26 March and 
get a million on the streets. But we don’t 
believe it will be enough to force this 
government back. 
On the N30 strike last year, 2 million 
public sector workers went on strike to 
defend their pensions and, along with 
other workers and working-class people, 
filled many towns and cities in strike 
rallies. If it had been escalated for longer 
action and widened to reach out to work-
ers in the private sector, this government 
could have been defeated. The many 
strikes this year - from Unilever and 
MMP to the Sparks, London Bus workers 
and the heroic Remploy workers - shows 
what is possible.
The leaders of the TUC and unions like 
Unison and GMB broke the N30 strike 
coalition by signing the outline pension 
agreement. They now say that they’ve 
won concessions, even though most 
of their members will still pay more in 

and work longer to get less out. But 
we could have won an outright victory. 
Nevertheless, if the 20 October demon-
strations are followed by co-ordinated 
action on a mass scale, Cameron and 
Clegg’s weak and divided government 
can be thrown off course and possibly 
out of office. 
This is why the NSSN is lobbying this 
TUC Congress for the unions to call a 
24 hour general strike against the cuts. 
We want conference delegates to vote 
for motions from the PCS and the POA 
which put forward a strategy of further 
coordinated action. The POA motion 
asks conference to consider the “prac-
ticalities of a general strike.” We also 
ask all those on the lobby - as well as 
all delegates to the conference - to pass 
the model motion on this leaflet in their 
union branches, shop stewards commit-
tees and trades councils. Just getting 
them on the agenda will start the debate 
that is absolutely necessary.
The teaching unions are discussing 
joint action in the autumn, while Unison 
members in Higher Education are bal-
loting for strikes on pay. All public sector 
workers could ballot on pay and many 
have live disputes over pensions. The 
RMT is committed to action to defend 
their members from McNulty. If the call 
went out for all other disputes to coor-
dinate planned action with this, the foun-
dation would be laid for the type of joint 
action necessary to win. March together 
then strike together to stop the cuts and 
throw out the ConDems.

London
lsessn@gmail.com
London NSSN public meeting – 
7pm Wednesday October 24th ULU, 
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Andy Ford 07742 417 862, nwshop-
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Southern
Dave Boyes 07833 412757
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Dave Gorton dave.gorton@gmail.com
West Midlands
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Midlands Conference 
November 17th Unite offices, 211 
Broad Street, Birmingham, B15 
1AY. 1200-1600
South East
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07894 716095
South West
tradom@live.co.uk
South West public meeting 
October 27th Swindon

Yorkshire & Humber 
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Yorkshire & Humber NSSN Conference
November 24th 10am-4pm Leeds, 
Cosmopolitan Hotel, 2 Lower Brig-
gate, LS1 4AE – for details alistair-
tice@yahoo.co.uk 
Wales
Ronnie Job ron.job@sky.com
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Eastern
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Scotland
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Scotland NSSN conference
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Northern
Alan Docherty 
alan.docherty@ntlworld.com 

Regional contacts and events

This ….T.U body……….. is alarmed that a relentless barrage of even more 
austerity cuts is coming down the line, and will continue into the foreseeable 
future. Millions of workers, young people, the sick and the disabled face 
a lifetime of severe hardship through cuts to pay, conditions, benefits and 
services – the horrendous situation facing working people in Greece could be 
our future if we don’t stop the ConDem attacks.
We believe austerity cuts must be stopped, and that the labour 
movement has the potential to force a massive U-turn on this Coalition 
government of the rich, IF our trade unions were to organise action 
decisively together.
We urge all members, friends and families to come to the TUC demo on 20th 
October, and that this day is seen as the beginning of a new stage of action.
We urge all unions participating in the demo to follow up with a further 
coordinated 24-hour national strike of both public and private sector workers, 
making direct calls to youth and students, the unemployed, and community 
campaigns to join in.
We, therefore, agree that this branch will organise a local/regional 
meeting to discuss how to progress these ideas put forward by the PCS 
and POA at the TUC.
We also call on the national executive of our union to work together with other 
unions to find the most appropriate way to coordinate the biggest possible 
joint strike.

Model motion

The National Shop Stewards 
Network is supported by


